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**Frontline Learning Research (EARLI):**

- [Exploring differences in psychological well-being and self-regulated learning in university student success](https://example.com)
- [Senior medical student attitudes towards patient communication and their development across the clinical elective year - A Q-methodology study](https://example.com)

**Motivation and Emotion (Springer):**
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**Educational Research Review (Elsevier):**

**Learning and Motivation (Elsevier):**

**Research in Higher Education (Springer):**

- [Sense of Belonging and Student Engagement: A Daily Study of First- and Continuing-Generation College Students](https://example.com)
- [Are School-Provided Skills Useful at Work? Results of the Wiles Test](https://example.com)
- [Evaluating South Korea’s Introduction of an Income Contingent Loan Program](https://example.com)
- [Managing Relationships: Insights from a Student Gratitude Model](https://example.com)
- [Beyond Graduation: Socio-economic Background and Post-university Outcomes of Australian Graduates](https://example.com)
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Higher Education (Springer):
- Examining expansion and trends in higher education in Mozambique, Africa
- Questioning private good driven university-community engagement: a Tanzanian case study
- Lights, camera, active! appreciation of active learning predicts positive attitudes towards lecture capture
- Crises in international education, and government responses: a comparative analysis of racial discrimination and violence towards international students
- Reconceptualizing student ratings of teaching to support quality discourse on student learning: a systems perspective
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